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Requirements 

Points cause high risks in winter for the problem-free rail traffic 
and high expenses in general. These factors have been taken 
into consideration by ESA Elektroschaltanlagen Grimma GmbH 
in order to develop an efficient and energy-saving point heating 
control with the newest sensor and switching device technology.
Despite the requirement to produce less energy costs for all 
system responsibles, it is essentially that the functionality of 
the points especially on high-speed tracks but also for regional 
trains is ensured constantly.
 

From our point of view, there are many different factors which 
are required for an efficient and effective point heating especial-
ly for any possible weather conditions.
Different analyses of electrical point heatings have shown that 
these systems without point blade heating and without dynamic 
set value evaluation have an operating limit of -3 °C in case of 
snowfall.

Warming diagram example -5.o °C without power heating:

This graphic shows that the temperature at the purple measure-
ment point is still only -0.5 °C after 60 minutes when the heating 
is operated with two-point regulation between 3.0 and 7.0 °C 
and thus, no snow can be melted yet.

ln areas with very high snow probability or with points with roller 
slide chairs, it therefore makes sense to equip the point additio-
nally with tubular heaters for the point blade.

This can increase the availability of the points substantially in 
extreme situations.

Due to the present middle-voltage transformers, cable systems 
etc., an increase of the point equipment or of the connected load 
is often not possible.

Your advantages

Climate researchers have been warning against a worldwide 
climate change for many years now which in Middle Europe will 
lead to less snow in winter and higher average temperatures th-
roughout the whole year. The amount of precipitation will rise up 
to 30 % according to these prognoses but the days with a closed 
layer of snow will become significantly less. However, this does 
not mean that point heatings are not needed anymore because 
although winters get milder and with less snow in general, at the 
same time weather extremes will be more probable.

 
According to the German weather service Deutscher Wetter-
dienst, events of hail are expected more often, additionally, tem-
perature extremes in winter increase by 20 times. This means 
that energy can be saved for most of the time of the heating pe-
riod but also the required power has to be available in extreme 
situations to maintain the error-free operation. These reasons 
require the functioning for an intensified heating of the points 
(power heating) in point heating controls.

The power heating module allows the doubling of the heating 
performance in the natural resp. forced heating breaks.

Advantages

■ intensified heating of the point elements undersupplied 
with heat

■ no additional rail temperature sensor by calculation of the 
auxiliary heating time

■ higher availability by constant heating of the auxiliary 
heating elements in case of failure of one main heating 
element

Our solution

The point heating control with power heating module developed 
by   ESA   Elektroschaltanlagen  Grimma  GmbH   is the solution. 
This power heating module realises a switching of the tubular 
heaters in the connection box and makes an increase of the 
point equipment possible.

A point heating with two-point operation controls the point bet-
ween two parameterised set values at one heating condition e. g. 
 

 
between 3.0 and 7.0 °C. This leads to heating breaks during 
cooling processes which can be used for heating the point blade.

Analyses have shown that there is a ratio of switching on and off 
time of 1:1 at a temperature of e. g. -10 °C. The point blade thus 
can be heated in the same time like the stock rail without the 
actually necessary increase of the connected load.

Hauptheizelemente    d.h. Standardbestückung der Weiche
Nebenheizelemente   d.h. zusätzliche Bestückung der bei extremen Wetterbedingungen benachteiligten Weichenelemente
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Warming diagram example -5.o °C with power heating:

main heating  i.e. standard equipment of the point
auxiliary   i.e. additional equipment of the point elements disadvantaged in case of extreme weather conditions
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Technical data ISR-UM

Rated operating voltage 462 V AC

Rated frequency 16.7 Hz / 50 Hz

Rated supply voltage 1L/N 230 V 50 Hz 1L/N 230 V 50 Hz

Power supply system 7 V DC

Rated operating current (switching offline) 25 A AC-51

Rated power dissipation control part appr. 5 W

Switching elements 3 changers 

Message via LED switching position LED green

Message via LED communication LED blue

Parametrisation (addressing on the device) jumper

Operating temperature range -25 °C to +55 °C

Connected load  2.5 mm² 

IP code IP65 according to EN 60529, IEC 529

Data transmission offline via power cable

Connection example
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max. cable NYY-O 4x16mm²


